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Overview
QDOSS – Quality Development of Out of School Services – is a network of stakeholders1,
drawn from the Out-of-School sector. Out of School Services are also sometimes referred to as
after school services (or school age childcare). QDOSS aims to promote positive educational
outcomes for children and young people, particularly those experiencing educational and
social disadvantage. QDOSS is committed to the reality that Out-of-School Services play a key
role in overcoming both educational and social disadvantage – helping children and young
people’s personal and social development, nurturing their motivation and confidence to learn,
preventing early school leaving and promoting positive social behaviour.
Out-of-School Services refer to a range of structured developmental programmes, clubs and
activities for school-age children and young people (4-18) which take place within supervised
environments outside of formal school time. They include school age childcare services, after
school clubs, breakfast clubs, youth groups and programmes. They take place in a variety of
settings, which include community childcare services, schools and various community venues.
These services are funded and resourced from a range of sources including the EU, statutory
and non-governmental agencies, parents, schools, community-based groups, faith-based
organisations, youth organisations and other voluntary sector groups. For the purposes of this
document we use the term Out of School Services or OSS to mean any of these.
QDOSS advocates for the development of a National Strategic Plan for Out-of-School-Services
which would include the following five elements:
1.

Long-term, ring-fenced funding for Out of School projects that go beyond merely year
to-year funding.

2.

Continuity of Out of School Service provision across the educational lifespan of the child.

3.

Continuity of staff and career / professional development of staff in Out of School
Services.

4.

Out of School Services as an integral element in the implementation of an inclusive,
culturally relevant curriculum.

5.

All schools need to be made available to the community as a local resource.

In April 2013 QDOSS hosted a national conference – ‘Beyond the School Bell: Framing Policy
and Practice for Quality Out of School Services’ – where the organisation called for a national
strategy to be developed on Out-of-School-Services.

1

2

A list of the QDOSS network members can be found in Appendix 1
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1

1 Introduction
QDOSS is a network that comprises of a range of stakeholders, many of whom attended the
national conference in April 2013. These stakeholders share different perspectives, expertise
and a common aim, namely to enhance and develop the field of Out-of-School Services.
Members range from Barnardos to the Border Counties Children’s Network, to Dublin Childcare
Committee, Educational Disadvantage Centre in St. Patrick’s College, the Irish Local
Development Network, Limerick City Childcare Committee, the Transforming Education
through Dialogue project, (TED) in Mary Immaculate College, Limerick, the Roscommon County
and Childcare Committee, the National Voluntary Childcare Collaborative, Early Childhood
Ireland, the Crann Community Support Group and the Trinity Children’s Research Centre. The
National Education Welfare Board/School Completion Programme had been a member for five
and a half years and left the QDOSS network in May 2013.
QDOSS was formed in 2006 by interested stakeholders, both statutory and community /
voluntary, to promote the recognition of Out of School Services as a key area worthy of
resourcing and investment, through which equity of outcome could be addressed. Political
energy and investment was and continues to be more focused on early childhood education
and attempts have been made in that sector to regulate and promote standards through the
Síolta programme. In contrast, the area of Out-of-School Services has been somewhat
neglected. No one government department has responsibility for the Out-of-School Services
sector. There is a lack of overall coordination to improve services through regulation, inspection
and staff development. Initiatives within the sector have tried to plug the gaps by, for example,
developing a code of practice and producing a resource pack for practitioners. But we need
national coordination across the sector as quickly as possible along with the necessary political
leadership to reinforce the value of Out of School Services for both providers and children.
Families today are caught in this work/childcare trap and QDOSS does not want that issue
resolved within an insolvency bill; we want these issues addressed within a national, proper,
universal, Out of School Service.
The aim of QDOSS is to advocate and support the development of Out of School Services.
One of the ways in which we do this is by placing Out of School Services on the political
agenda. The national conference sought to contribute to this aim by highlighting the value of
these services to young people directly and to wider society indirectly. It is also hoped to
highlight the effectiveness of these services in responding to young people’s needs and helping
them to reach their full potential.
QDOSS works in partnership with children, and young people, parents, schools and the
community to develop and enhance Out of School Services. It aims to promote a needs-led
and strengths based integrated approach to Out of School Services provision with the aim of
advocating for political buy-in, both ideologically and practically in terms of strategic
investment. QDOSS has a strong focus on evidence based research and evaluation and
recognises that this is key to influencing policy and practice.

3
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Out of School Services refer to a range of
structured programmes, clubs and
activities for school age children and
young people which take place within
supervised environments during times that
they are not in school – before school,
breakfast clubs, after school and
extended afternoons, lunchtime, school
holidays, weekends delivered. These
programmes take place in schools,
community centres, places of worship,
early childhood care and education
(L-R) John Carr QDOSS; Marian Brattman ex NEWB; June Tinsley,
Barnardos; Paul Downes, EDC, Marlene McCormack, ECI
centres, libraries, resource centres,
sports centres and parks.
The rationale for focusing on Out-of-School Services includes:
•
The importance of supporting the
holistic development of all children
•
Nurturing citizenship in young children, particularly those in the marginalised
communities
•
Enabling, supporting and nurturing children’s full participation in the educational system,
which is vitally important for the future of those children
•
Building skills and competencies
•
Promoting equity of outcome for all children across life spans.
In order for children and young people to get the full benefit from Out of School Services, a
coordinated approach is needed. At its Conference in April 2013, the QDOSS network called
on the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs, Minister Frances Fitzgerald, who officially
opened the event, to develop a strategic approach to the delivery of these services.
The purpose of this conference was:
•
To call for a national strategy to develop the Out of School Services sector
•
To highlight the benefit participating in Out of School Services can have on young people
•
To highlight the need for coordination and regulation; as the sector has grown organically
there is a diversity in quality and availability
•
To stress that national co-ordination of the Out of School Services must involve
regulation, inspection, staff development as well as funding
Throughout the day, exhibiting organisations showcased the diversity that exists in the Out of
School Services in terms of programmes and services being offered and the range of service
providers2.
The remainder of this report sets out the key inputs delivered at this conference.

2

4

A list of the exhibitors can be found in Appendix 2
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2 Conferencing Opening &
Regional Consultations
The QDOSS 2013 national conference took place on April 18th 2013, with a number of key
inputs delivered over the course of the day3. This section provides an account of the opening
session and the findings from the regional consultations.

2

2.1 Welcome by Mr Niall McLoughlin Opening
Mr Niall McLoughlin, Director of Development at the Irish Youth Foundation (IYF), welcomed the
Minister and conference participants. Mr McLoughlin outlined that the IYF has supported the
work of QDOSS both in the hosting of this national conference and in funding the publication of
its regional consultation report. The IYF adopted a revised twofold strategy in 2011 and one of
the two priority areas is the design and development of Out-of-School supports for school age
children and young people. Mr McLoughlin noted that the Foundation has committed €100,000
to a pilot project which seeks to identify and support interventions which enable vulnerable
young people to make a successful transition from primary school to post primary. The
Foundation’s partners in this endeavour are Kildare Youth Services, the Solas Project in Dublin
8, Citywise in Tallaght and the Aisling Project in Ballymun with the possibility of more
programmes being added at a later stage. Mr McLoughlin outlined that the primary purpose of
this project is to identify what works in supporting a successful transition from primary school to
post primary school and to explore how this can inform practice in Ireland. In addition to this,
the IYF along with an Independent Consultant, Billy Murphy, have developed the ‘MOST’
website, a web resource for practitioners and providers of out of school time interventions4.
Mr McLoughlin explained how the IYF has until recently been a fund raising and grant-making
foundation with the aim of seeking to improve the outcomes of marginalised and ‘at risk’
children and young people through Out of School Services and interventions. He noted that
while the Foundation will still raise funds it will also develop a greater partnership and
collaborative approach to grant making – for example, in their support for QDOSS national
conference. He noted that he looked forward to future collaborations. Finally Mr McLoughlin
wished the participants a successful and interesting day.

2.2 Official Opening by Minister for Children and Youth Affairs
Mr John Carr, Independent Chairperson of QDOSS, called on the Minister for Children and
Young People, Frances Fitzgerald T.D. to officially open the conference. In welcoming the
Minister, Mr Carr acknowledged the achievements of the Minister in publishing the revised
‘Children First’ guidelines and legislation to strengthen child protection, the introduction of
legislation for the Child and Family Support Agency, allocation to funding of childcare facilities,

3
4

The conference programme can be found in Appendix 3
A demonstration of the value and depth of the mapping of out of school time resources available on the MOST website was available at
the conference.
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and the commitment to 6,000 after-school places and the provision of funding for a new area
based approach to child poverty. Finally, Mr Carr acknowledged the debate the Minister has
initiated on universal childcare services.
Recognising the Minister’s wide experience, Mr Carr emphasised her background as a social
worker and family therapist and the insight this has provided in relation to the needs of
vulnerable young people. Minister Fitzgerald’s work as a lecturer and as Chair of the National
Women’s Council of Ireland was also noted by Mr Carr as integral to her current role as
Minister. In concluding, Mr Carr asked the Minister to commit to highlighting the values of Out
of School Services and to establish a national strategy and framework to develop, regulate and
strengthen the Out of School Services in Ireland, particularly amongst those who are
vulnerable. Finally, he thanked the Minister for taking the time from her busy schedule and
asked her to formally open the conference.

2

Opening Address of Minister Frances Fitzgerald, Minister for Children
and Youth Affairs
“I am very struck by the range of organisations and expertise represented here today. When I
look at those of you who are involved and have been involved in the quality development of out
of school services, in many ways it encapsulates the work of my own department; all human
life is there, is here, as far as children in Ireland are concerned and as far as expertise is
concerned, I want to thank all of you for all of the work that you’re doing to give our children
quality opportunities in all sorts of settings and for the focus you bring to that work and for the
consultation paper that you have produced.
I am very excited by the idea of representatives from all the different places where children
have out of hours experiences and quality care, youth-work opportunities, after school clubs,
breakfast clubs; I am very excited, John, at the idea that those of you who are working to
provide these services, getting together, forming a national organisation and wanting to
influence national policy. I think it’s an incredibly important focus and it’s probably one that
hasn’t got an awful lot attention in the past and it is certainly one whose time has come in
terms of focus and discussion and understanding.
But if I can perhaps take a couple of key concepts, maybe share with you some of my key
thinking in relation to current developments and how your work and my work can link together,
can inter-link, and how we can together work to develop the focus that you have and ensure
that it gets integrated into national policy in the way that John has requested, and you have
requested in your consultation paper which I have to say I find incredibly good, incredibly
useful in terms of development of this issue.
So youth work has come from very informal beginnings but it’s really huge if you like, it’s really
huge work now. We have well over 1,300 staff, we have thousands, 40,000 probably, volunteers
in Ireland and we have huge numbers of young people being exposed to youth work. And we
have the recent document from the National Youth Council of Ireland researching the value of
youth work and the contribution it makes economically and that’s an issue where there is a link
between youth work and early childhood care settings. Because the message is of course is
that early intervention is what is effective. Early intervention is good for the country, it’s good
economically, it’s good for our young people, it’s good socially and early intervention could

6
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apply to our early childhood care settings
as equally as it applies to youth work. And
I think that concept of early intervention
with our young people is critical and we’ve
got to sell it nationally. I think everyone of
you in this room, of course I have, we have
an obligation to get out the message
about early intervention because early
intervention economically makes sense;
socially, emotionally, psychologically for
the young people. But it’s not easy; I
speak as a government minister saying
this. I have got to convince my other
colleagues about early intervention and I
need your experience to help me to do
that. I need your words and I need your
Minister Frances Fitzgerald
public voice because there are so many
competing issues at present. We’re in very
difficult economic times but to get across the message means that young people will stay in
school, that they will do better from employment, that they will stay in employment longer, they
will be less prone to addiction.

2

But I am asking people to change the way they are doing things, to have a reform eye as well.
Because one of the things we have learned from the research and from the reports in Ireland,
we have learnt that it is not always just about money, that sometimes it’s about how we do
things, how professionals work together, how they share information, how agencies work
together. And I think there is scope to do more of that in Ireland. I am continually surprised
when I go to small and medium sized towns, I go to counties in Ireland and I see many, many
organisations working but not necessarily working together. And I think that’s a great point in
relation to what you’ve done; you’ve really brought the sectors together working in out of
school services and you are engaging together and learning together and looking at the issues
across agencies and I think that’s a really important element.
In terms of the early years and childcare, that sector and out of hours’ services there, there is a
very big debate that’s needed about childcare in this country because it’s true to say we’ve
spent the last ten years spending a fair bit of money; 60% of it has gone into bricks and mortar
and not an awful lot has gone into subsidising parents. So if you look at, for example, in any
given year – let’s take this year - €260 million approximately, maybe a bit more now, maybe
closer to €300 million, will go into childcare services but €3 billion will go into direct cash
payments to parents and I did say, somewhat controversially recently that it’s quite hard for a
country to continue to do both and we do need that debate about, you know everybody is
saying let’s subsidise parents but if you want to subsidise parents , to what degree, what
parents, how much as a country are we going to invest in that is a very key question and I
certainly want to do it and I see my job as continuing to develop childcare services and I
working towards a second early year’s free universal year, I want to see that developing. There
are a number of steps we have to take in relation to that, including training and making sure we
have the staff to do that but I do recognise it is three and a half hours a day for parents, it is not
the total answer for parents to childcare by any means but it is a contribution of about €4,000
a year towards a parent’s childcare costs and that does make a difference.

7
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The other initiative John has mentioned, two of them just very briefly to say the Area Based
Poverty Initiative is a €14 million project over the next three years going in trying to deal with
some of the areas most disadvantaged.
And again in some ways it’s a drop in the ocean in terms of the huge challenges in relation to
child poverty but it’s the right way to go. And the after school project as well where we are
starting an initiative in the next few weeks where we will have seven pilot project areas and
then in September we will have the 6,000 after-school places. But just to say in relation to that,
there are issues which you have raised in relation to your consultation document, there are
quality issues, there are training issues; there are standards issues in this area as well and I
know your guest speaker is going to address some of those. But I do want to say to you I
welcome consultation with you, we will meet with you. I would be very happy for the people in
my department who are developing this work to meet with you in the next few weeks [John]
and to discuss your input into that because even on the way in a number of your people here
were talking to me about school completion, some of the issues in relation to that and the new
agency so we have a lot of things to talk about, your network and my department and I would
be very happy to do that and have a conversation, a discussion and consultation relation to the
issues you’ve addressed in your consultation document.

2

Let me just conclude by thanking you for your focus on this whole area, your focus on
standards and on a national strategy, and let me give you an invitation to ensure that your
national strategy for these services is part of the overall national strategy that’s being worked
on, the early years strategy and the one for older children as well which will be completed by
the end of this year.”

2.3 QDOSS Overview, Mr John Carr, QDOSS Independent
Chairperson
“What is QDOSS? QDOSS is a network comprising a range of stakeholders, many of whom
are here present today who share different perspectives, expertise and a common aim. Having
a common aim, namely to enhance and develop the field of Out of School Services, is vitally
important within a sector that provides a variety of services designed to influence and to
enable positives educational outcomes for children and young people, particularly those more
vulnerable and experiencing educational disadvantage.
I was invited to chair the group as an External Chairperson. I was given the role to promote the
Development of a National Strategy. I hope that we can convince the Minister today that we
should, as a network be invited to have an input into the development of a National Stretegy
and to highlight the great opportunities that currently exists for Out of School Services and
indeed the good work that has been undertaken by Out of School Services to raise the profile
of our network with government bodies and policy makers. And more importantly my role is to
harness the strength and skills of our members in QDOSS. The network is fortunate to have a
very committed group of people dedicated to the provision of Out of School services to
youngsters.
Why have QDOSS? QDOSS was formed in 2006 by interested stakeholders, many of them are
here today, statutory and NGO providers to place a spotlight on Out of School Services. The
political energy and investment was and continues to be more focused on the provision of early

8
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2

John Carr, External Chairperson, QDOSS

childhood education. Attempts have been made in that sector to regulate and promote
standards through the Síolta programme and the voucher scheme mentioned by the Minister
earlier. As a result of the focus on early years provision, the area of Out of School Services tends
to be somewhat neglected. In fact, as the Minister said, recent cutbacks to funding streams have
meant that the future viability of some of the services, particularly in rural areas, is currently under
threat in terms of transport, accessibility, affordability and ensuring that the most vulnerable have
access to a service. At the moment no one government department has responsibility for the
Out of School Services sector. So, therefore, there is a lack of overall coordination , in our view in
order to improve services through regulation, inspection and staff development.
Now some initiatives within the sector, Minister, have tried to plug the gaps by developing a
code of practice and producing a resource pack for practitioners. But we need a national
coordination effort across the sector as quickly as possible and we urge you to provide the
necessary political leadership so as to reinforce the value of Out of School Services for both
providers and children.
Our central aim in QDOSS is to place Out of School Services on the political agenda. That is
the purpose of our meeting today to highlight and raise awareness of the value of these
services to young people directly and indirectly within the wider society . We want also today
to highlight the effectiveness of these services in responding to young people’s needs and
helping them to reach their full potential.
Children’s childhoods can be enhanced by participating in Out of School Services. It improves
their self-confidence, social skills; taps into their some of their talents that the school
curriculum cannot address. It enhances educational attainment and improves their mental
health. Out of School Services develop social skills, build skills and competencies, nurture
citizenship, an issue which has come to the fore recently, prevent early school leaving,

9
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promotes social skills for those most marginalised, provides social support for positive mental
health in the context of psychological stress, helps overcome fear of failure, helps to contribute
to a positive climate in schools, promotes self-directed learning, improves language
development, provides the benefits of safety to children, provides art groups that will not have
reached these communities. I am grateful to Paul Downes and his colleagues for that particular
research on the values of Out of School Services.
When one examines such a long and important list, it is remarkable how vital the Out of
School sector is and how necessary it is to ensure that this sector is not neglected because it
has a significant role to play in helping vulnerable children and young people stay in formal
education.

2

What do we mean by Out of School Services is a question that demands clarification? Out of
School Services refer to a range of structured programmes, clubs and activities for school age
children and young people which take place within supervised environments during times that
they are not in school. Such services can be delivered before school, in breakfast clubs, after
school and extended afternoons, lunchtime, school holidays and weekend activities. Where
are these services delivered? In schools, in community centres, places of worship, early
childhood care and education centres, libraries, resource centres, sports centres and parks.
Why therefore, would we focus on Out of School Services? We focus on Out of School
Services for five reasons namely, the importance of supporting the holistic development of
children; nurturing citizens amongst young children, particularly those in the marginalised
communities; enabling full participation in the educational system which is vitally important for
the future of those children, building skills and competencies which can be done in out of
school settings and promoting good outcomes across life spans.
Page 54 of the National Strategy 2000 committed the Government to a national policy for after
school and out of school care services which was intended to deliver and support the provision
of quality services. That was in the year 2000. We are now 13 years further on and we haven’t
got a structured out of school service as yet. We need a national strategy and an explicit
commitment to reaching the targets, particularly the targets that have been set in relation to
early school leavers.
What are the guiding principles of QDOSS? Well, we want to work in partnership with children,
young people and parents, schools and community to develop and enhance Out of School
Services. We want to promote a needs-led and strengths’ based integrated approach to Out of
School Services provision. Our goal is to impress upon the political system to adopt our
policy on Out of School services, as their strategy. We are working to influence policy
formation and practice and we are committed to the provision of evidence based research and
evaluation. Speaking of partnership, particularly for those in rural areas, I just want to say that
there is a serious concern that the realignment of the local area based partnerships will impact
upon the education and community strategic strands that have existed up to now. Those
strands are another vital dimension to Out of School Services. Minister, I would hope that you
would ensure that you protect these sectors in the proposed realignments to ensure that
realignment will not damage the Out of School Services for children and young people which
are currently being provided through the Area Partnerships. We believe that this is very, very
important.

10
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I just want to say as well that much is made of the Scandinavian model of early year’s provision.
Everybody seems to be looking towards the Scandinavian model. Our policy here in Ireland
should be to take elements of good practice from the Scandinavian models. We need to extract
the key features of the Scandinavian models for Out of School Services but combine them with
the real strengths in our own practices. There is always a tendency to look elsewhere and to
ignore the good practices that are being implemented out there all the time including fostering
community involvement in community based as well as school based provision.
The key messages from our National Conference today are to showcase the diversity that
exists in the Out of Schools sector, to call for the development of a national strategy, to
highlight the benefits of participating in Out of School services, to highlight the fact that as the
sector has grown organically, quality varies as does availability. So there is a need for national
coordination in the sector to improve quality and availability and to stress that national
coordination of Out of School Services must involve regulation, inspection, staff development
as well as appropriate funding.

2

The National Strategy must ensure that services will be sustainable, of high quality, be
affordable and accessible. There are a number of departments involved at the present time,
from the Department of Children and Youth Affairs, the Department of Education and Skills and
the Department of Social Protection. Services are being delivered through private, community
and school based facilities all of which grew organically and are currently not being subjected
to national regulation. The Out of School sector provides a diversity of good quality service
types, out of school, afterschool, holidays, homework clubs and a variety of youth programmes
etc. Surely it’s not too much to ask that a National Strategy be devised in order to regulate,
inspect and provide staff development for this important sector.
That National Strategy should include a commitment to continue the range of Out of School
Services on offer. There are sports clubs, breakfast clubs, afterschool clubs, art clubs etc. A
National Strategy should include the development of the sector and its continuation long term;
ring fence funding for out of school projects that go beyond merely year to year funding; continuity
of out of school service provision ensuring quality provision; professional development of staff in
Out of School Services and a regulation and inspection regime. Out of school service should be
an integral element in the implementation of an inclusive, culturally relevant curriculum and all
school buildings need to be made available to the community as a local resource.
In conclusion Minister, there is a need for a National Strategy, a national coordination across
the sector that includes political leadership to reinforce the value of Out of School Services to
our parents and children; a National Framework that that will strive to improve the quality of
services through regulation, through inspection and staff development; a political commitment
that will guarantee accessibility, affordability, sustainability; a political commitment that will
reverse the cutbacks to funding streams which has threatened the viability of many of the Out
of School Services particularly in rural areas in terms of transport, access and affordability and
above all, a political commitment to a needs-led, strengths’-based and integrated approach to
Out of School Services.
Thank you very much”.

5

In January 2012, using Survey Monkey, QDOSS completed a mapping exercise to demonstrate the variety of supports and funding
which was available to the Out of School Sector.
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2.4 QDOSS Regional Consultations Key Findings
Imelda Graham from Barnardos provided an overview of the key findings of the QDOSS
regional consultations which took place in autumn 2012. In July 2102, Barnardos Training and
Resource Service (BTRS) were contracted to conduct regional consultations with providers of
the many varied Out-of-School Services across Ireland. The primary purpose was to build upon
previous research conducted by QDOSS5 and to ascertain current perspectives on the future
for Out-of-School Services in Ireland.
Ms Graham noted that the consultations sought to :
1.
Enable as many people as possible from the Out of School Services sector to contribute
their beliefs and opinions to the debate on the future of Out of School Services in Ireland,

2

2.

Initiate a network among the wide-ranging number of groups in the sector, enabling the
commencement of discussion and debate, and mutual support.

3.

Use the regional consultations to inform a national conference.

The rationale behind the consultations was to establish core areas of agreement among the
variety of services who provide Out of School services, thereby informing the development of a
national strategy.
Summary and Suggestions
Ms Graham outlined the most common issues raised by participants. These included issues in
relation to funding, networking across the sector, transport issues, enabling access for a
broader range of young people and children such as hard-to-engage children, ethnic minority
groups and lower and middle income groups. The consultations found that all participants
identified the need for regulation of the sector, and there was also consensus on the need for
staff training and for a strong need for the government to lead on developing the sector. Finally,
all participants highlighted the value to young people and children of attendance at OSS.
According to Ms Graham the regional consultations provided insightful responses to the issues
raised through the earlier survey6. In particular, she emphasised that strong feelings were
evident on the priority areas. This reflected the recognition of those attending the consultations
of the value of Out-of-School Services, and the need to develop this sector further such as
through the development of a national strategy. Ms Graham outlined a number of key areas of
work recommended by the consultations:
•
Policy Development – QDOSS should develop a policy position on the case for OSS.
By drawing on available research as well as perhaps conducting meta-analysis of
international literature of Out-of-School Services, a strong evidence base could be built
for the development of the sector. Furthermore, the policy position should link in with the
forthcoming Children and Young People Policy Framework. Consideration should be
given to consulting with young people to ascertain their priorities in this sector.
•
Quality within the OSS – QDOSS should try to secure funding to examine best practice
in other countries with the aim of developing quality standards but with flexibility in
operation, so that individual programmes best weighted to children and young people’s

5

12

See the QDOSS Consultation Report for further detail
http://www.spd.dcu.ie/site/edc/documents/QDOSSRegionalConsultationsReportFebruary2013.pdf
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needs can be provided. An Irish Framework for Quality in OSS could be developed and it
is envisaged that this will build upon, for example, Síolta, the National Quality Framework
for Early Years, and Aistear.
•

•

•

•

•

Funding Issues – The need to develop a strategic position on funding is imperative for
the sector. Advocating for a clear specific funding stream is recommended as well as
linking this with the issue of quality within this sector. Practical solutions in terms of
accessing funding include the development of a single access point for funding such as
an internet portal site, guidance on funding applications and streamlined application
forms that would meet the requirements of all funders.
Integrating the Sector – Linking all those involved in the consultations and conference
through a regular eNewsletter would be an inexpensive way of building on the work
currently being undertaken. In addition, the further development of the website to include
possibly the beginning of the one-stop-shop concept noted above and providing
information and links relating to professional development.
Qualifications and Training – QDOSS can advocate for and provide support in the area
of training and on-going professional development. The reinstatement of FETAC 5
training would be a starting point as well as linking regulation with minimum qualification
for those working in the sector. Training and support for volunteers should be considered
and concern was expressed regarding the area of Garda vetting. The National Garda
Vetting Bureau Bill has now been passed and will be enacted shortly, and it may be
possible for QDOSS to monitor its implementation and adherence. Posting training
information in the one stop shop portal would enable easy access.
Transport Issues – Accessibility is often difficult for those in rural areas, therefore further
research should be undertaken in order to make services accessible for children living in
rural areas in relation to transport. This could include examining the current situation
regarding catchment areas as well as carrying out a survey with members of QDOSS. It
was noted that this research could inform QDOSS, through the provision of a clear
picture of the concerns, the identification of how these concerns might be resolved, and
give focus as to the key priority transport issues.
Improved Participation – There needs to be greater access to Out-of-School Services
for hard to reach groups – both demographic and specific groups of young people.
QDOSS could advocate strongly for this in relation to this by drawing on the established
benefits of OSS.

2

In concluding, Ms Graham outlined that the regional consultations brought together a broad
representative group from across the full spectrum of the Out of School Services. The
consultations were a platform to share experience, information, ideas and suggestions among
participants. There was an openness to inform others and a huge commitment among all
involved in the Out of School Services to continuing to develop a dedicated and cohesive
sector. Finally, Ms Graham emphasised that the findings from this report gives QDOSS a strong
remit on which to follow through.

13
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QDOSS members pictured with Professor Pat Petrie: Marlene McCormack, ECI; Marian Brattman NEWB
(retired); Ann Higgins, TED; Paul Downes, EDC
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3 Keynote Addresses
The conference had two key addresses one from Professor Pat Petrie who provided an
international perspective on Out of School Services. The second, by Dr Ann Higgins outlined
the benefits of Out-of-School Services.

3.1 Address by Professor Petrie
‘Taking Out of School Services Seriously – International Perspectives and Values’
Professor Pat Petrie, Professor of Education at the Thomas Coram Institute of Education at the
University of London, delivered the conference’s keynote address. Professor Petrie’s address
drew on international examples of systematically developed Out-of-School Services, the
context for these services, the role that schools can play in delivering services and the issue of
staffing and qualifications. Throughout her address Professor Petrie used the term school-age
childcare as opposed to Out-of-School as some examples she draws on include those taking
place within the school which are either integral to the school day or as part of the extended
school day. Although she also cautioned her dissatisfaction with this term:

3

“I’m not altogether happy with term ‘school-age childcare’ services, either, because I
think it limits our understanding of their potential for play and learning”.
While Professor Petrie’s first experience of school-aged childcare was as an 11 year old, she
began researching this area over 30 years ago. Her experience to date includes researching
school-age childcare in the UK and other European countries and she co-founded the
European Network for School Age Childcare. Even thirty years ago, many of the countries were
already developing services systematically. For instance, countries in the Soviet Bloc
developed childcare for working mothers, while Denmark and Sweden approached the
development of these services from a gender equality point of view. At the same time, the
School-Age Childcare Project at Wellesley College in Massachusetts was the first US national
and research advocacy group field and there are similar associations in, for example, New
Zealand, Australia, Canada, England and Scotland.
Professor Petrie emphasised the importance of considering international experience when
thinking about developing our own policies and practice, but not to just copy ‘the best’ as local
contexts differ too much. The application of other countries’ experience to our own should
involve looking at the values which underlie these services and identifying those ‘that inspire us
and those we are less comfortable with’ in developing within our own national contexts as
opposed to merely copying ‘the best’.
Professor Petrie outlined three key reasons why providing school-age childcare have been set
up, although she notes that these are not mutually exclusive.
•
Child protection – ways of keeping children out of danger and ‘mischief’;
•
Pedagogy – activities, relationships and environments seen as beneficial for children,
making a positive contribution to their up-bringing;
•
Providing childcare while parents (and especially mothers) work.

15
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Professor Pat Petrie, Thomas Coram Institute of Education

3

Education and employment - A balancing act for families
With schooling virtually compulsory for children at a certain age equally parents have to work,
both to earn income and because employment can be an important social activity. Employment
means that parents must make formal or informal childcare arrangements for before and after
school and the school holidays. This is true for parents working full-time and often for part-time
workers. Professor Petrie emphasised that therefore the school and employment set the
organisational parameters for Out-of-School services. In her address, Professor Petrie focused
on the following issues and how they are addressed:
•
The school and how it affects childcare and can contribute to it –
o Is there public transport?
o Length of the school day
o Provision of meals
o Length and disposition of school holidays
o Compulsory school age
•
The role of national political and economic decisions
o Role of the market compared with that of the state in providing Out of School
Services
o The extent to which financing and providing services is a public or private family
responsibility
•
Values and understanding that underlie Out of School Services:
o The image of the child, family and society.
Using these ‘parameters’ Professor Petrie drew on the experience of the three countries –
France, Denmark and Sweden (see text boxes). These are examples where there is virtually
universal school-age childcare and where the public school – significantly an existing universal
provision, free at the point of take up – plays a large part.

16
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France
The school
In France, the school is thought to be ‘a place for living and education in its broadest sense’
and attention is given to children’s biological and psychological rhythms and needs, throughout
the school day.
The half day holiday on Wednesday and the school holidays are covered by local public and
non-commercial leisure centres as well as well-established residential holiday provision.
In 2013 a law laid down that schools should be open for 4.5 day school week, with 180
schooldays per year
Pupils are picked up by bus and the school day commences at 8:30 and continues until at
least 16:30. There is at least an hour and a half for a substantial cooked lunch. Other breaks
from the classroom include – personal study, ‘moments for real rest’, informal play, individual
remedial work and breaks for sport and creative activities (often facilitated by local
organisations). At the end of the school day children return home on the school bus.
Non-curricular activities are led by volunteer parents, sports staff, artists, teachers and
generalist staff (animateurs) who are not yet professionalised. There is a non-obligatory diploma
for animateurs, obtained after a short training course, from the age of 17. This is the BAFA
(Brevet d’Aptitude aux Fonctions d’Animateur) and there is a somewhat more advanced course
from age 21 (the BAFD).

3

Underlying values
Childcare. The consideration of the needs of working parents is often based on the ideas of the
rights, entitlements and duties of being a citizen in France. School as a form of childcare, itself
a parental right, can be seen in the guarantee that schools will continue to open regardless of
teachers’ unforeseen absence and in the event of strikes. The school day is long, by European
standards, and comprises both traditional schoolwork and what might be seen as Out Of
School Services. The provision of a school bus, a midday meal and supervision of homework
can be seen in terms of childcare.
The image of the child. There are two distinguishing features in how the provision addresses
children. Firstly it understands a child’s changing physical and psychological state throughout
the day contributes to their ability to learn, hence the breaks from the formal classroom..
Secondly, the understanding of children as social beings is reflected in their introduction to
cultural life such as, participation in creative and sports associations, both voluntary and
public, as part of the school day.

Professor Petrie outlined that there are many broad similarities between Sweden and Denmark
and thus these are taken together.

17
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Sweden and Denmark
A high level of maternal employment in both countries has been the initial reason for providing
school-age childcare. On the one hand, it aims ‘to support and encourage children’s
development and learning, and help them get a good start in life’, and on the other ‘to enable
parents to combine parenthood with employment or studies’7.
The school
Both countries have universal subsidised provision for children up to 11 years with schoolbased ‘free-time homes’ before and after school, and some school-based and other clubs for
older children. Services are under the governance of the head teacher although initially ‘freetime homes’ were situated in premises separate from the school. The move to schools began
in the 1980s and 1990s for the following reasons
1)
Economic: It costs less for local authorities to run one form of provision,
2)
Pedagogical principles: It was seen as better for children to have continuity, rather than
going on a daily basis backwards and forwards from home, to free-time home, to school
to free-time home over the course of the day. Also, a holistic view of children and a
distinctive pedagogy for working with them had developed, deriving from early childhood
and ‘free- time’ pedagogy and it was thought that this should be incorporated into, and
affect, the school,
3)
Welfare: by having two services provided on site parents only had to discuss issues
affecting their child with one establishment not two.

3

While both countries have a professional qualification for Out-of-School staff and both refer to
this professional as a ‘free-time pedagogue’, their education and employment within the school
is different.
Sweden
Free-time pedagogues in Sweden share a common curriculum with teachers and pre-school
teachers in the first eighteen months or so of their degrees. All students then go on to
specialise in either one of these professions. All have the qualification of teacher and teachers
and free-time pedagogues work as a team in the classroom. The free-time pedagogue also
works in the free-time home at the start or end of the day.
Children are provided with a midday meal as part of the school day with breakfast and an
afternoon snack during the free-time home. Reflecting parents’ workday, the free-time home is
available from 6:30 to 17:00 each day. The length of time spent in the classroom varies
depending on how old the child is, overall starting at 8:00 and ending by 14:00 with breaks in
between for play and lunch. There is a common, very short curriculum for compulsory school,
pre-school class and free-time home8.
Denmark
Free-time pedagogues in Denmark undertake a qualification that lasts 3-4 years, at first degree
level. They share the same training and qualification as students preparing for early childhood

7
8
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http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/pubdocs/2006/235/en/1/ef06235en.pdf
LPO94, Swedish National Agency for Education [Skolverket](2011). Läroplan för grundskolan, förskoleklassen och fritidshemmet.
www.skolverket.se 2011-01-11.
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education and care, children’s residential care, foster care support, provision for frail elderly
people and work in substance misuse services. The free-time home in Denmark is less
integrated than in Sweden, in that pedagogues don’t work in the classroom. The after-school
has its own dedicated premises on the school site. These have a reception area, a canteen and
rooms dedicated to, for example, art, drama, play and gym activities. The free-time home
hours coincide with school and parents work time.
Value base and image of the child
Both countries see free-time home as educationally beneficial as opposed to ‘mere’ childcare.
The Scandinavian free-time home should be seen as places where children share time and
space with each other and with the adults involved, where they play and take part in creative
activities. Children are viewed as social agents and not just passive recipients of knowledge
passed down from adults. The values and theories inherent in Nordic pedagogy position
children as co-constructing knowledge with adults and other children, not passive recipients of
facts and ideas passed down from the adult world.

Conclusion
In concluding her address, Professor Petrie emphasised that the country examples that she
used all have services based in a strong, universal and free childhood institution: the school.
She noted that little research exists regarding older children they too should be taken into
account and appropriate provision made for them. The importance of these services for
children and adults means that in those countries detailed by Professor Petrie, local and
national government play a large part in their provision as well as providing them as a universal,
or available to all, benefit.

3

Consideration must also be given to children with special needs: how are they to be catered for to
allow for their physical, psychological and social access to mainstream Out of School Services?9
Returning to the beginning of her address, Professor Petrie again considered the relevance of
applying international experience to local settings and while a straight application is not
feasible we can still be inspired by their policies and practice. In particular she outlined the
following points:
•
Governments should be encouraged to support Out of School Services, both financially
and with consideration of both their childcare and their broad educational function.
•
The school can provide a strong organisational basis for Out of School Services – but
they must also be child and family friendly.
•
In two of the countries described above, people working in Out of School Services
mostly have a specific professional qualification for this work which is responsible,
skilled and with its own theory base.
•
Children’s physical needs are an important consideration: not only their need for good
food, but their daily biological and psychological rhythms. This affects the school
programme as much as that of the Out of School Services.
•
Out of School Services can be seen as sites for democratic values, practice and
experience.

9

See, e.g., Knight, A., Petrie, P., Zuurmond, M., Potts, P. (2009) 'Mingling together': promoting the social inclusion of disabled children
and young people during the school holidays, Child and Family Social Work, 14 (1), February 2009, pp. 15 – 24
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And finally, with regard to the image of the child, Professor Petrie outlined the following
questions for consideration:
•
What image of the child predominates in our own country?
•
How is that revealed in our own social and educational policies?
•
What do we want for our children and young people?
•
What is a good childhood?
•
What support do parents need if children are to thrive?
•
What part should Out of School Services play if we want children to have a ‘good’
childhood and parents to be able to balance work and family life?’

3.2 Address by Dr Ann Higgins
Welcome to my World: Exploring the benefits of Out of School Provision10
Dr Ann Higgins from the Transforming Education through Dialogue (TED) Project, Curriculum
Development Unit Mary Immaculate College, Limerick addressed the conference on the topic
of the ‘Benefits of Out of School Provision’. Drawing on both national and international
research, Dr Higgins outlined a range of benefits of after-school services to children, their
families, community and society. In particular, she focused on benefits in relation to academic,
social, emotional and personal development, skills and talents development and safety and
prevention.

3

Beginning with an anecdote of her time working in an afterschool services, Dr Higgins recalled
a young boy looking in the window of the school building to the after school service while she
was working there. She then recalled how years later when she was undertaking her PhD
studies, she was curious to discover what that child and indeed other children would observe if
they looked in the window at after school provision in session. Dr Higgins outlined that when
she refers to Out-of-School Services she means:
“a range of structured developmental programmes, clubs and activities for school-age
children and young people (4-18) which take place within supervised environments
outside of formal school time and include school age childcare services, after school
clubs, breakfast clubs, youth groups and programmes. They take place in a variety of
settings, which include community childcare services, schools and various community
venues. These services are funded and resourced from a range of sources including the
EU, statutory and non-governmental agencies, parents, schools, community-based
groups, faith-based organisations, youth organisations and other voluntary sector
groups” (QDOSS, 2006)11.
This definition recognises the diversity of provision in terms of the settings and programmes.
Dr Higgins, drawing on international literature, presented a rationale for investment in Out of
School provision stating the need to recognise that there are many kinds of learning and that
they can happen in many different contexts. Drawing on Deschenes and Malone and Halpern
among others, she advocated for Year Round Learning which involves strategic, intentional

10
11

20

This is an edited version of Dr Higgins address. The presentation is available on the QDOSS website.
QDOSS Agenda for Development (2006) Compiled by Dr. Paul Downes on behalf of QDOSS.
http://www.spd.dcu.ie/site/edc/documents/QDOSSDocument.pdf
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Professor Ann Higgins, TED Project

commitment to connecting various services children engage in including school, after school
and holiday provision.

3

Dr Higgins profiled the academic, social and emotional and personal benefits accruing to
children along with the safety and preventative aspects of OSS.
Academic benefits for Children
The academic benefits for children engaging in after-school services are evidenced from both
national and international research. Firstly, in relation to Ireland, Dr Higgins referred to the
National Economic and Social Forum, which, in a report published in 2009,12 highlighted the
importance of after-school projects and community-based approaches to language learning
and literacy. Secondly the Growing up in Ireland 2012 data13 found among other things that
‘clear differences are evident in reading and mathematics performances according to the types
of out-of- school activities in which children engages and that children who engage in cultural
activities and social networking perform better in reading and mathematics than other groups’
(2012, 7). Finally, Dr Higgins drew attention to the OSCAILT14 report which looked at 22 primary
and post primary DEIS schools in Limerick and how they offered Out of School Services to
those in their communities. This report highlighted that the services enhanced the children’s
academic skills, enabled them to complete homework in a nurturing environment, encouraged
them to attend school and provided them with academic support. Dr Higgins noted that not all
parents were in a position to provide homework support as the research indicated that
providing homework support was difficult for parents who, had ‘left school early’ (although the
authors noted that this did not mean that parents were not aspirational for their children). Dr

12
13

14

NESF (2009) Child Literacy and Social Inclusion: Implementation Issues. Dublin: National Economic and Social Forum
McCoy, S., Quail, A & Smyth, E. (2012) Growing Up in Ireland - Influences On 9-Year-Olds’ Learning: Home, School And Community
Report 3. Dublin: ESRI
OSCAILT - Report of Dormant Accounts funded scheme to enable DEIS Schools in Limerick City to Maximise Community Use of
Premises and Facilities. Dormant Accounts Fund
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Higgins outlined that parents reported improvements in children’s academic performance,
believed their children were motivated to attend school through participation in after school
programmes with this being linked to completing homework and wanting to get back into
school the next day. School-based personnel, including principals, Home School Community
Liaison co-ordinators and School Completion Programme personnel also noted the afterschool programme enhanced academic outcomes along with providing children with
opportunities to develop associated skills such as time management.
Dr Higgins drew on international research such as Chaplin and Capizzano15 who outline that
the test scores of low-income children drop in the summer months significantly relative to
higher income children. The study found that summer learning programmes can help to
improve reading skills. The Harvard Family Research Project16 also found a correlation between
participation in after school programmes and academic outcomes including, among other
things, better attitudes towards school, higher educational aspirations, higher school
attendance rates, less disciplinary actions, lower dropout rates and improved homework
completion.
Social, Emotional and Personal Development
The second benefit that Dr Higgins highlighted was in the area of social, emotional and
personal development, a benefit that was evidenced in the OSCAILT report as well as in the
international literature. The OSCAILT report found that children participating in this research
noted that attending after school programmes enabled them to build and nurture positive
relationships; they felt a sense of belonging, viewed their teachers as role models and worked
harder in school. Dr Higgins noted that both parents and school personnel also pointed
towards positive developments for the children attending the programmes – including among
other things building positive relationships, nurturing friendships, personal development and
boosting self-confidence. Additional research in Ireland identifying similar benefits which Dr
Higgins highlighted, included work carried out by the Children’s Research Centre at Trinity
College Dublin on Rialto Learning Community (2009)17, Review of CASPr North-East Inner City
After Schools Project18 and her own study on Kileely Community Project (2008)19. She noted
that international experience from the Harvard Family Research Project also found social and
emotional outcomes for those participating on the after-school programme including –
improved social and communications skills, increased self-confidence, development of
initiative and improved feelings and attitudes towards self and school20.

3

Safety and Prevention
A third category of benefits described by Dr Higgins related to safety and prevention. In the
OSCAILT report, the issue of safety and prevention featured strongly with the former being
commented on by all participant groups. Children noted that participation in after-school
programmes prevented them from engaging in more negative behaviour as well as providing a
place of psychological safety. Parents identified the importance of the security aspect of after-

15

16
17

18

19
20
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Chaplin, D. & Capizzano, J. (2006). Impact of a summer learning program: A random assignment study of Building Educated Leaders for
Life (BELL). Retrieved from
Issues and Opportunities in Out-Of-School Time Evaluations, Harvard Family Research Project, 2008, No. 10, 3
Share, M., Daly, F., Shannon, S & Greene, S. (2009) Baseline Research for the Development of the Rialto Learning Community: Final
Report. Dublin: Children’s Research Centre, Trinity College
Ivers, J., McLoughlin, V. and Downes, P. (2010). Current Steps and Future Horizons for CASPr: Review of CASPr North-East Inner City
After Schools Project. North Inner City Dublin: Community After Schools Project (CASPR).
Higgins, Ann (2007). ‘Your kids, my kids, our kids’ in Downes, P & Gilligan AL (eds) Beyond Educational Disadvantage. Dublin: IPA
Issues and Opportunities in Out-Of-School Time Evaluations, Harvard Family Research Project, 2008, No. 10, 4
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school programmes as well as acknowledging the preventative nature of the programme in
ensuring their children were not exposed to temptations such as drugs. Furthermore, Dr
Higgins pointed out that the Harvard Family Research Project identified preventative outcomes
associated with participation in after school programmes such as avoidance with drugs and
alcohol use, increased knowledge of safe sex, and reduction in juvenile crime21.
Benefits to family and community
Dr Higgins believed that the benefits of after school provision extend beyond those
experienced by the child, and extend into the school, family and community. She emphasised
that the community benefits when children are happy and engaged. After school provision
opens up possibilities for networking across agencies and facilitates the maximum use of
resources. It holds the potential to promote a sense of belonging to the community.
Dimensions of success
Returning to her introductory anecdote, of the child gazing through the school window, Dr
Higgins discussed her research with the former after-school participants and some of the
learning from her research in relation to the impact of after school provision within that project.
In particular, Dr Higgins focuses on sustainable success, outlining that the Interactive Institute
for Social Change maintain that there are 3 core dimensions to this - namely relationships,
processes and outcomes22.
In terms of Dr Higgins’ own research, she describes how relationships were acknowledged as
a key dimension of success. She spoke of the quality of child and adult relationships which
were akin to positive child/parent relationships; high quality relationship between the after
school club personnel and the school staff and the after school club and the home. The
service was described by former after school participants as a ‘family-like atmosphere;
everyone knew everyone”. Furthermore, former after school participants highlighted that these
relationships were key to their participation in the service. In terms of process, Dr Higgins
outlined that former participants described how they were able to talk to their tutors about any
matters they needed to, either personal or programme related. She also outlined that the
outcomes identified by her participants included - improved school attendance, improved
academic performance and behaviour, personal skills, confidence, and self-esteem, and
positive life choices and attitudes. Fundamentally Dr Higgins noted that this study found that
“we need to pay attention to what we do, why we do it and how we do it in order to build
sustainable success”.

3

Strategic Development of Out of School Services
In terms of the development of Out-of-School Services, it is Dr Higgins’ contention that the
strategic development of after school services offers a mechanism to meet each of the national
outcomes stated in the Agenda for Children’s Services:
•
healthy, both physically and mentally
•
supported in active learning
•
safe from accidental and intentional harm
•
economically secure
•
secure in the immediate and wider physical environment

21
22

Ibid, 2008
Interaction Associates, (1988) Facilitative Leadership, Tapping the Power of Participation, Interaction Associates: Boston.
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•
•

part of positive networks of family, friends, neighbours and the community
included and participating in society (2007, 12)

One of the National Goals identified in the National Children’s Strategy - 200023 states that:
‘Children will receive quality supports and services to promote all aspects of their
development’ (2000, 44). Dr Higgins believes that the strategic development of after school
services should form part of a coordinated response to meeting children’s needs which
includes recognition for the sector. Finally, drawing on the work of Irene Cafferky she
highlighted the unique position of after school provision and contends that ‘ it is important that
children are allowed develop their independence that allows a balance between homework and
play opportunities and that school age childcare series is not perceived as just an extension of
pre-school and/or the school day’24. Finally, Dr Higgins noted that quality Out of School
Services hold the potential to enrich every child’s life.

3

23
24
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Our Children – Their Lives. National Children’s Strategy (2000) Dublin: Stationery Office
Cafferky, I., An Evaluation of the current provision of School Age Childcare Services (SAC) in County Roscommon – sharing Best
Practice’, Roscommon Childcare
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4 Audience Questions
and Answers
John Carr:
Thank you very much Pat for a wide ranging overview of the situation in other countries. As I
said earlier on the challenge for us is to take the best of good practice from other jurisdictions
and inculcate them in the values that we have here.
Minister, you laid down a couple of challenges to us but one challenge which you gave us and
which I discussed with the committee is to make sure that we do make an input to the early
childhood strategy which is currently under consideration. So members of the committee who
are here, that’s part of your responsibilities for the next meeting.
Thank you both very sincerely for your openness and honesty, challenging our value stances
and interrogating our views

Question # 1
Dr. Paul Downes, Educational Disadvantage Centre/QDOSS
Pat you made a very important point about food in schools, school meals being available. It’s
something that I think has been a traditional real weakness in the Irish system so it’s more a
comment or a wider point for a strategy is the issue to prevent hunger in school in our children
in Ireland today. We see studies from NUI Galway where in 2010 even before the fullest effects
of austerity are being felt to say that about 21% of our young people are going to either bed or
to school hungry. They were linking this also with bullying that if you’re hungry you’re more
likely to be irritable and get involved in conflict. Our own research in our centre has put figures
in some DEIS schools even before the economic crash of having 25% of students saying they
were either often, very often or always too hungry to do their work in school. So this affects
behaviour, it affects learning, it affects motivation, it affects early school leaving. So I would
certainly call on the Minister to really address the issue not just of healthy eating but of actual
hunger in school as part of an integrated strategy.

4

Applause

Question # 2
Declan Dunne, Sofia Housing (Former representative of ILDN on QDOSS)
I guess there has been a big focus here for a number of years and rightfully so on protection for
children. And it strikes me that we have been trying to move forward with this and the Minister
particularly, to move forward with this in terms of the welfare and protection of children in home
and out of home and we do have a school system where we do have a lot of confidence I
believe in terms of welfare and protection of children and huge strides have been made in the
area of childcare in the last ten years through the guidance of the department but is just seems
to me that unless we have the same level of confidence in all of the other settings that those
very same children in that very same day are involved in all these out-of-school settings that
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QDOSS members pictured (L-R) Declan Dunne, ILDN; Joe Rynn, DCCC; June Tinsley, Barnardos; Ann
Higgins, TED; Marlene McCormack, ECI; Paul Downes, EDC; Irene Cafferky, Roscommon CCC.

we have missed something in terms of our child welfare and protection strategy and for that
very reason I very much welcome the QDOSS desire to see regulation, inspection and quality
standards and educational development for providers, so I wonder if the Minister has an
opinion about that.

Minister Fitzgerald:
Thank you, Paul. I suppose to be talking about child poverty in Ireland, which is what you’re
talking about, it’s very disappointing and yet it’s the reality that our numbers of children as we
measure poverty, relative and absolute poverty that we have a significant number of children
now experiencing poverty and of course at a macro level, I suppose the best way out of
poverty is for families to have access to work. Clearly getting our macro-economic situation
right and creating job opportunities is the critical challenge we have to face. My department as
such doesn’t deal with the school meals issue but I take the point that you’re raising and I have
heard the Minister for Social Protection speaking about it and a new initiative during her
presidency in relation to school meals actually just a few weeks ago I heard her speaking about
it, I don’t have the details but it is on the agenda at a European level and I think at a national
level it’s something that we need to think even more about particularly given, as you say, we
have a very significant obesity issue with children and I think that is part of this issue, it’s not
the whole [issue] but it can obviously be linked to poverty, it can be linked to a lot of things, it’s
linked to lifestyle, it’s linked to activity levels – that’s why I put so much focus on the national
play and activity issue but we do have 25% of children, 3 year olds, who are now obese or who
are overweight and that’s absolutely extraordinary when you think about it. It’s another
challenge that we really have to interrupt, that tide of obesity in young people and it can be
done. We are seeing some changes in the UK already but it’s in relation to more middle class
children. We have to see it across the whole socio-economic area but I can just say to you that

4
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I do take the point that you’re making and it is something for attention, it is something in the
early years strategy and it’s something that we need to look at.
The point that Declan is making in relation to settings and standards, I totally agree with you. I
think Irish parents have huge confidence in schools, I really do and I think it’s about other
agencies. It’s quite complex I think but we have to ensure, for example on the child protection
side, the child protection teams are good partners to schools, the inter-agency piece, and
when I went around the country with the new guidelines that John mentioned, what I found that
principal after principal standing up and saying that we expect more from the child protection
teams, and the child protection teams would say something else. But again the focus on the
need for inter-agency, absolutely critical I think, good quality relationships between the two but
you’re primarily talking about I think, you’re talking about standards and I can just that I think
we have been working towards that, but we don’t, when you hear Pat talking I suppose what
strikes me when she compares us particularly with the Nordic countries is that we don’t have
the kind of integration, the kind of fluidity in the system that you describe in some other
countries. It’s more jagged, it’s more fragmented and that’s what we have to try and move
towards I think; that greater national strategy in relation to our early childhood. The integration
of school and the early years as well I think there’s an issue there in relation to school starting
age and the after school services and I think the role of schools and I don’t know what the
teachers here, the educationalists here feel about it. I know teachers often say to me you’re
asking us to do more and more but that whole issue of schools being available after hours,
more integration with community and parental involvement but …it all makes for more
demands on teachers and schools as well. And I think that’s where the integration with other
agencies comes in because those other agencies can be a support to the school and can
provide the services but the standards issue is one that arises in all settings. No doubt about
that, and equality of standards if you like.

Question # 3
June Tinsley, Barnardos/QDOSS
A question to the Minister. She’s touched on it there but to ask her to elaborate a little bit
more. It’s in connection with the 6,000 after school places that were announced in the budget
and obviously it’s an issue between the Department of Children and the Department of Social
Protection. Obviously from what we’ve learned today the school obviously plays a significant
role as a resource and as a provider of after school services, my question really was to find out
the extent to which yourself and the Department of Education have explored that issue of using
schools as a community resource to provide after school services.

4

Question # 4
Paula Bushel SCP Coordinator
Just first to say thank you to Pat Petrie for her informative presentation and to say really in
Ireland the SCP provides in-school pedagogues in terms of project workers and coordinators
who provide a lot of social and development skills for children during the school day and also
after the school ends and in the holiday times as well so we can really relate to what you were
saying there and I suppose again in times of austerity where in our service we don’t always
know our future and we’d like some certainty at times just to know that we can provide these
continuing services into the future, working with schools and other agencies so I suppose
that’s a question or a comment to both people, thank you.
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Question # 5
Dr. Ann Higgins, Mary Immaculate College, Limerick/QDOSS
[Regarding] the use of schools as after school settings, last Friday, Minister Jan O’Sullivan
launched a report on an initiative in the city where 21 DEIS schools over a number of years got
funding through Dormant Accounts and through the DES to maximise the use of their facilities
and their premises and it’s exactly, what you said Minister. I suppose it encouraged huge use of
the schools by the schools themselves, the population the community, the broader community
and that report talks to the benefits of using the school building, a sense of ownership, a sense
of citizenship, and maximise a very good way of using existing resources. In order to do that,
the kind of practical things like the cost of the caretaker can make a school available to the
community in the afternoon. It can be as simple as that. The cost of light, the cost of heat and
the cost of maybe getting tutors along to deliver particular programmes. The costs of running it
really weren’t huge but the benefits were. So there is a model and it can work as one model of
after school support.

Question # 6
Áine Ní Dhualing Early Years Trainer
I just want to welcome Professor Pat and thank her for her lecture and wish her céad mile fáilte
to this country. I would like to know your views of introducing a second language in the early
years. Some of our new populations here are exposed to two or three different languages but
the majority of our children are not exposed to a second language until they are almost six
years of age. We all know that birth to six years are the easiest years for language acquisition.
Scientific evidence is now showing that children who are introduced to a second language from
an early age not only achieve much better results in languages but also maths, science and
music and generally helps build brain power and cognitive skills. The evidence is also showing
us that introduction to a second language in the early years also promotes literacy and
numeracy skills. I think that we all have a duty, especially our leaders, to acknowledge the
presence of indigenous language and culture in all of these conferences because if our leaders
don’t show leadership … you don’t need to be a fluent Irish speaker to use a few little rhymes
with children in pre-school. I was just wondering what your views are on that?

Professor Petrie:
I think some of those comments speak for themselves and don’t need addressing really. I am
thinking of children who have additional languages and I don’t know whether you are talking
about the Irish language or other additional languages to Irish and English?
It’s not an area I am at all specialised in but I do know a few things about Sweden – I’m very
taken with Sweden as you can gather – nursery children learn English rhymes and it’s fun for
one thing. Children, whatever their mother tongue is, having entitlement to lessons in that
language for an hour or so a week because that’s valuing their identity. And they have a huge
number of people from other countries now in Sweden. It used to be a very homogenous
country; they have welcomed many refugees so I’d just like to make those observations.

4

Minister Fitzgerald:
Thank you June [Tinsley] for your question. We will be announcing the criteria and details of
that scheme in the next two weeks but there is absolutely no reason why if schools were
providing after school provision they would be eligible for that scheme. The Local Childcare
[Committees], and there are a lot of representatives here from the Local Childcare Committees,
they will direct the individuals to the provision that’s available but I think it’s a very interesting
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Pictured with the Minister are Marlene McCormack, ECI, Paul Downes, EDC, Denise McCormilla, BCCN and
John Carr, QDOSS

area for future development , the whole role of schools in providing out of hours school
provision. But it is linked to the question from Ann [Higgins] about the use of schools generally
and the point that you make about the good study in Limerick that was done. I don’t know if
we have actually like, you know, an audit of schools around the country in terms of after school
or other links to community and what I find, and I don’t come from an educational background,
I am interested in the varying, in what I see in different places. Some schools are very open,
very integrated, very involved in community, all sorts of things happening there. And then I see
other schools that close, and that’s it. And I don’t know if that’s inaccurate but that’s my
impression. So I would like an audit, I’d really like an audit of that and to take up your point
about the barriers, we’ve heard for years about the insurance issue, there’s obviously financial
issues as you raise, in relation to paying for caretakers or whatever, but just to give you an
observation that was given to me recently by the objective evaluator of our, [...] we’ve invested
€30 million in early years interventions in three areas in Dublin. We’re now taking those results
and trying to mainstream those results from them. And he made the point to me that he
thought many schools in Ireland weren’t as integrated into communities as he was used to in
some communities in the United States. I know I should say that statement with trepidation to
this audience but I think it’s an interesting topic for discussion about the role of the school in
community and I think there is huge value in this country of education, of schools and teachers
may not feel valued very often but I think individual parents value teachers hugely and the
exposure our children have to education in this country. But that issue about the role of the
school in community, it’s not one I have had huge experience of discussing but from the
perspective I have now I think it’s a really interesting one in terms of doing the very, very best
for our children. Developing and supporting the work schools are already doing and then
examining that relationship within communities so we will do the best for children

4
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Irene Cafferky, Roscommon Childcare Committee/QDOSS:
Sorry John, could I make a comment to the Minister before we finish. I suppose it’s been our
experience Minister in County Roscommon that the availability of the local school either to the
early childhood service or to after school services can vary very much depending on the
goodwill of the Board of Management and the local priest. And I suppose what I am asking you
to do is to maybe go into discussions with the DES and your own department around I
suppose directing them to make the schools available to us.

Minister Fitzgerald:
I think that’s precisely the issue; it’s clearly a national policy issue that needs examination and
needs audit and needs attention at this point.

John Carr
And that’s the theme of our conference. Niall, thank you very much for your opening remarks
to the conference and for your generous contribution to enable the conference to take place.
Sincere thanks also to you Pat for coming over England to be with us and sharing your
expertise. And finally, Minister, thank you very much, not alone for opening the conference but
also for staying with us and being prepared to answer questions.

4
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5 Concluding Comments
John Carr, Chairperson QDOSS
Children’s lives can be enhanced by participating in Out of School Services. OSS improves
their self-confidence, social skills, taps into their talents that the school curriculum cannot
provide, enhances educational attainment and improves their mental health. Out of School
services helps in the development of social skills, builds practical skills and competencies,
nurtures citizenship, prevents early school leaving, promotes social skills to those most
marginalised, provides social support for positive mental health in the context of psychological
stress, helps overcome fear of failure, helps to contribute to a positive climate in schools,
promotes self-directed learning, improved language development, provides benefit of safety to
children, provides art groups that will not have reached these communities.
It is remarkable how important this sector is and that it is vital it that this sector is not neglected
because it plays a significant role in helping vulnerable children and young people stay in
formal education. It provides additional support in areas such as health, nutrition, wellbeing
and academic achiement.
The key messages emanating from this National Conference are to showcase the diversity that
currently exists in the sector; to call for the development of a national strategy; to extol the
benefits of participating in out of school services, to highlight the fact that, as the sector has
grown organically, quality also varies as does availability. There is a need for national
coordination in the sector to improve quality and availability and to stress that national
coordination of Out-of-School
Services must involve regulation,
inspection, staff development as
well as funding.
The National Strategy must
ensure that services will be
sustainable, of high quality,
affordable and accessible. There
are a number of departments
involved at the present time,
including the Department of
Children and Youth Affairs, the
Department of Educational and
Skills and the Department of
Social Protection. Services are
delivered through private,
community and school based
practitioners all of which grew
organically and are currently
outside the control of national

5
Minister Frances Fitzgerald and John Carr, QDOSS
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Minister Frances Fitzgerald and Ciara O’Neill, Childminding Ireland

regulation. The Out of School Services sector provides a diversity of good quality service types
including out of school, afterschool, holidays, homework clubs and a variety of youth
programmes. It is not too ambitious to ask that a National Strategy be devised in order to
regulate, inspect and provide staff development for this important sector.
In conclusion, there is a need for a National Strategy, a national coordination across the sector
that involves political leadership, to reinforce the value of Out of School Services to our parents
and children. A National Framework is essential to improve the quality of services through
regulation, through inspection and staff development, a political commitment that will
guarantee accessibility, affordability, sustainability; a political will that will reverse the cutbacks
to funding streams which have attacked the viability of many of the Out of School Services
particularly in rural areas in terms of transport, access and affordability and above all, a political
commitment to a needs-led, strengths’-based and integrated approach to Out of School
Services.
Where there is a political will there also can be a political way.

5
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Appendix 1:
QDOSS Network Members
Barnardos
Border Counties Childcare Network - BCCN
Children's Research Centre, Trinity College Dublin - CRC
City and County Childcare Committees
Crann Community Childcare
Dublin City Childcare Committee - DCCC
Early Childhood Ireland - ECI
Educational Disadvantage Centre, St. Patrick's College, Drumcondra, Dublin
City University - EDC
Irish Local Development Network - ILDN
Limerick City Childcare Committee - LCCC
National Voluntary Childcare Collaborative - NVCC
National Education Welfare Board/School Completion Programme
(until May 2013) - NEWB
Roscommon County Childcare Committee - RCCC
Transforming Education through Dialogue,
Mary Immaculate College, Limerick - TED
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Appendix 2:
Exhibiting Organisations
Barnardos
Border Counties Childcare Network
Childminding Ireland
Early Childhood Ireland
Irish Youth Foundation / MOST
Learning Hub
Roscommon County Childcare Committee
School Completion Programme
School Completion Programme, Waterford Institute of Technology
Transforming Education through Dialogue, Mary Immaculate College, Limerick
Young Carers
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Appendix 3:
Conference Programme
Quality Development of Out of School Services (QDOSS) National
Conference April 18th 2013
Celebrating Childhood Beyond the School Bell: Framing Policy
and Practice for Quality Out of School Services

Conference Agenda
10am-11am

Registration, tea /coffee and showcasing

11am-11.05am

Welcome: Mr Niall McLoughlin, Director of
Development, Irish Youth Foundation

11.05am-11.15am

Conference opening: Minister for Children and Youth
Affairs, Ms Frances Fitzgerald T.D. introduced by John
Carr, Chairperson, QDOSS Network

11.15am-11.30am

QDOSS Overview: Mr John Carr

11.30am-12.30pm

Keynote Speaker followed by Q&A: Professor of
Education Pat Petrie, Thomas Coram Research Unit,
Institute of Education, University of London.

12.30pm-1.45pm

Lunch and showcasing

1.45pm-2.45pm

Key findings from QDOSS Regional Consultations
with feedback from the floor: Ms Imelda Graham.

2.45pm-3.15pm

Dr. Ann Higgins, Transforming Education Through
Dialogue (TED) Project Co-ordinator, Mary Immaculate
College.

3.15pm-3.30pm

Conference close: Mr John Carr.
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Appendix 4:
Biographies
John Carr was born in The Downings in North-West Donegal and received his early education
in his local National school. Later he was educated in Coláiste Éanna in Galway and then St.
Patrick’s College of Education, Drumcondra, graduating with honours and the Gold medal for
Teaching Practice. On his graduation, he joined the staff of Belgrove Infants National School,
Clontarf and was promoted to principal whilst still in his twenties; he is remembered as the first
male in the school to teach infants. Educating the whole child, John placed a special emphasis
on subjects like art and PE.
Rising through the ranks of the Irish National Teachers Organisation, by 1982 he was elected to
the CEC for the newly created District 14 which, with District 15, covered all of North Dublin
City and County. In 1989, he was appointed as INTO Education Officer becoming a full time
employee of the union. In 1997 he was elected as General Treasurer and in the year 2000 he
was elected General Secretary of INTO, leaving this role in 2010. He serves on the Board of
the Teachers’ Club, which is launching pad for all INTO campaigns and demonstrations and on
the Board of Comhar Linn INTO Credit Union. He also serves on the Board of the Northside
Partnership, which provides employment prospects for young people, and he is also a director
of Trocaire helping people in the poorest parts of the world. His lifelong love of his native
county of Donegal was acknowledged in 2007 when he was conferred with the honour of
Donegal Person of the Year. John is the external Chairperson of the QDOSS network

Pat Petrie is a professor of education at the Thomas Coram Research Unit of the Institute of
Education, University of London where she researches social and educational policy and
practice towards children in the UK and elsewhere, with a strong focus on the role of social
pedagogues in continental Europe. Her recent work has been about play and childcare;
services for disabled children and their families and children in residential and foster care. She
has examined the place of the arts in the practice of social pedagogues and has identified
lessons for practice in the UK. The changing nature of educational services in England and
other countries, and the expansion of the school are on-going themes. Pat’s work attracts
national and international attention and has included the evaluation of the Sing Up programme
for looked after children, using a social pedagogic framework. A DCSF committee member on
looked after children's placements, chaired by Lord Laming, in preparation for the White Paper,
Care Matters, Pat has also made Parliamentary select and other committee appearances. She
is an advisory board member for research funded by ESRC and the Nuffield Foundation. Her
books, some co-authored with Bronwen Cohen, Peter Moss and Jennifer Wallace, include
Communication Skills for Working with Children and Young People: Introducing Social
Pedagogy; Working with children in care: European perspectives (2006); A New deal for
children – Re-forming Children’s Services? (2004) and From Children’s Services to Children’s
Spaces.
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Ann Higgins graduated from Mary Immaculate College in 1980 with a B. Ed degree. She
worked within the primary school sector in a DEIS band 1 school for many years. In 1985 she
left classroom teaching for a number of years and set up a school-based Community Project,
namely, Kileely Community Project, which is a grass roots response to the learning needs of
adults and young people. This evolved into a community learning centre offering learning
opportunities and support to young people and adults within the community. This project has
featured in national and international publications and is the subject of Ann’s PhD, ‘My School,
Your School, Our School: Celebrating the Transformation of a Primary School into a
Community Learning Centre, 1985-2005’. Ann returned to teaching for a number of years and
worked as a principal of a DEIS band 1 primary school before joining the staff of Mary
Immaculate College in 1998 where she works as co-ordinator of the Transforming Education
through Dialogue (TED) Project, located in the Curriculum Development Unit. Ann has been
involved in the management, design, delivery and evaluation of intervention programmes within
the primary and after school sector. She has worked in a number of research projects including
‘How Are Our Kids?’ and as author and editor a variety of TED publications including Working
Together for Positive Behaviour, Voice and Choice, and the Family, School, Community
Educational Partnership report. Ann worked as Senior Facilitator, Regeneration Programme,
under SIF 2 funding between 2008 –2011. She facilitates the OSCAILT forum which is a
network of the 21 DEIS schools in Limerick city, the Department of Education and Skills and
Mary Immaculate College. Ann is currently seconded on a part time basis from TED to work as
Development Manager for the education campus on the southside of Limerick city. The
campus will house two full service extended schools and a Child and Family Centre.
Ann has presented at conferences nationally and internationally. She has lectured at both
undergraduate (across several disciplines) and post graduate level (Masters and Structured
PhD programmes). Her research interests include equity of outcome in Education, poverty,
social justice, behaviour management, parental involvement in schooling, after school and out
of school educational provision, literacy, community empowerment and innovation in
education.

Imelda Graham worked for many years in Barnardos in the Mobile Education Service on the
Training Panel and most recently in Barnardos Training and Resource Service [now entitled
Barnardos Best Practice Training and Consultancy]. She worked with the team to provide
customised training and consultancy services to all those working with or connected with
children, such as childcare services, health staff, teachers, parents; also to develop resources,
such as books, training packs, and a library and information service. She is also part of the
new group of Síolta Mentors, implementing Síolta [National Quality Standards in Childcare]
from January 2010 under the auspices of the Early Years Education Policy Unit in the
Department of Children and Youth Affairs, and validating quality in such services. Imelda’s own
particular work interests are adult learning; design of training programmes; quality in childcare
especially child-led, rights based approach; child protection issues, elearning and blended
learning, and diversity.
Currently, as a freelance trainer, Imelda works providing support, development and
encouragement to individuals, through CV and job seeking support, exam techniques and
guidance; to personal development groups working in Early Years settings, through training,
observation and guidance sessions parents and to families through parenting guidance and
support.
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Roscommon County Childcare Committee members pictured with Minister Frances Fitzgerald (L-R): Irene
Cafferky; Helena Mc Ardle; Minister Frances Fitzgerald; Sean & Margaret Crehan, Wonder Years Creche.

Minister Frances Fitzgerald and Gary Rutherford, Young Carers

Stands at the Quality Development of Out of School
Services (QDOSS) National Conference 2014
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Minister Frances Fitzgerald and Nuala Lennon,
Waterford Institute of Technology
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